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1. Introduction
The issue dealt with in this paper is when are different model-theoretic semantic deﬁnitions in the Type-Logical Grammar
(TLG) framework [5] deﬁning equivalent semantics for (a fragment of) a natural language.
In order to allow for a more precise formulation of the question, we ﬁrst recall brieﬂy the way to deﬁne the semantics
Sem of (a fragment F of) a natural language in the TLG, consisting of the following steps.
• Devise a category system C , obtained as the closure of a ﬁnite set B of basic categories under a ﬁnite number of category-
constructors. Have a distinguished (basic) category sˆ for sentences (in the fragment). Meta-variables c, ci range over
categories.
• Devise a type system T , obtained as the closure of a ﬁnite set T0 of basic types under a ﬁnite number of type-
constructors. Have a type for sentence meanings. Typically, there is a homomorphism μ from categories to types. Types
are interpreted in frames M, in which every basic type τ is associated with an arbitrary non-empty domain Dτ (possi-
bly endowed with an algebraic structure, e.g. a boolean algebra), and type-constructors apply set operations. A model M
provides a frame, and an interpretation function that assigns to each constant of type τ (see below) an element of Dτ .
• Devise a typed terms calculus of type inhabitants. Typically, this will be some variant of the simply-typed λ-calculus [3]
(with typed constants). Refer by sign to a pair c : M , where c is a category and M is a term of type μ(c). Such a sign
represents a phrase (sequence of words) of category c and meaning M .
• Devise a calculus of signs C, allowing reductions of contexts (sequences of signs Γ = c1 : x1 · · · cn : xn), to a single target
sign c : M . The variables {x1, . . . , xn} are pairwise distinct, and are referred to as the subjects of Γ . This is denoted by
C Γ  c : M (a sequent). If the target sign is sˆ : M , it is called a sentential sign. Typically, the calculus is presented
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• Devise a lexicon α mapping natural language (NL) words, displayed here in San-Serif font, to ﬁnite sets of signs.
The interpreted language is the collection of sequences 〈w,M〉 for which there is a lexical selection of a sequence of
signs, forming a context reducible in C to a sentential target sign. In other words, L = {〈w,M〉 | w = w1 · · ·wn, Γ =
c1 : x1 · · · cn : xn, 〈ci,Mi〉 ∈ α[[wi]] and C Γ  sˆ : M}. Here M is the CH proof-term associated with the derivation, hav-
ing x1, . . . , xn as its free variables. We refer to M also as the meaning-assembly term. The way the actual meaning of w
is obtained is by substituting the lexical meaning of wi (the second component Mi of the selected element of α[[wi]])
for xi in M , and performing, if needed, term-reductions (typically, β-reductions). We also use the notation [[w]]Sem = M
(omitting Sem when clear from context). Note that while meaning-assembly terms are pure, in that they are formed
using typed variables only, lexical meanings typically use typed constants, interpreted by the model as elements in the
type of their domain (like predicate symbols in ﬁrst-order logic (FOL)). We adhere here to the convention that such
constants are displayed in boldface font.
Furthermore, for every sentence ϕ (of category sˆ), there is a given notion of satisfaction of ϕ in models in M, relative to
a variable assignment v (for free variables), denoted by M, v | ϕ . As usual, M | ϕ iff M, v | ϕ for every v .
We now can ask the question more precisely. Assuming we ﬁxed the words in the fragment, when should two different
deﬁnitions, possibly using different categories, collections of basic types and type-constructors, considered to be “really”
deﬁning the same semantics? The considerations for choosing a collection of basic types and type-constructors may vary
from ontological commitments to eﬃciency of computation, and are not discussed here. We just want to study their effect
on the overall deﬁnition.
We propose an answer to this question, and examine it on several exemplary minimally different semantic deﬁnitions
of a very small fragment of English, using different basic categories and types, as well as different type-constructors, and
see what is involved in realizing they really capture, in a sense, the same semantic deﬁnition of the fragment. The main
difference between the various deﬁnitions presented is in the way predication and quantiﬁcation are viewed. We start by
considering deﬁnitions varying in basing types, but all having functional types as their compound types. Then, we also
examine a deﬁnition based on relational types.
2. Relating different meaning deﬁnitions
Suppose a fragment F has been ﬁxed. Consider two semantic deﬁnitions of the fragment, to be referred to as Sem1, Sem2,
respectively, using different type-signatures, say T1,T2, respectively. Let M1,M2 be frames for the two type-signatures.
Two models M1,M2 (over M1,M2, respectively) are F -compatible, denoted by RF (M1,M2), iff for every ϕ of cate-
gory sˆ,
M1 | ϕ iff M2 | ϕ
Such a pair of F -compatible models speciﬁes the same informal state of affairs, by satisfying the same subset of F -
sentences, each representing this state of affairs by means of its type-signature.
We say that the two given semantic deﬁnitions are F -equivalent iff the following two conditions hold:
1. For every M1 (over M1), there exists some M2 (over M2) s.t. RF (M1,M2).
2. For every M2 (over M2), there exists some M1 (over M1) s.t. RF (M1,M2).
Thus, for equivalent semantic deﬁnition, for each way of specifying some state of affair by means of a model based on one
type-signature, there is a model using the other type-signature, specifying the same state of affairs. It is in this sense that
the two equivalent semantic deﬁnitions deﬁne the fragment “in the same way”.
3. Preliminaries
3.1. The fragment
We consider an extensional fragment E−0 of English, comprising the following words.
• proper names: Rachel, Jacob, . . . .
• Nouns: girl, shepherd, . . . (only singular, count nouns).
• Intransitive verbs: smile, dream, . . . .
The above word classes are open classes, having the property that their meaning is any element in the domain of interpre-
tation of their type, hence mutually indistinguishable within each class. Thus, it suﬃces to include a single representative
of each open class in the actual grammars considered. There is also a closed class of words, the members of which having a
unique semantic contribution.
• Determiners: Every, some, no, the, . . . .
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Γ1  c1 : Aσ1 Γ2  (c1 → c2) : F (σ1,σ2)
Γ1Γ2  c2 : F (A)σ2 (→ E)
Γ2  (c2 ← c1) : F (σ1,σ2) Γ1  c1 : Aσ1
Γ2Γ1  c2 : F (A)σ2 (← E)
Subjects(Γ1) ∩ Subjects(Γ2) = ∅
c1 : xσ1 Γ  c2 : Mσ2
Γ  (c1 → c2) : (λx.M)(σ1,σ2) (→ I)
Γ c1 : xσ1  c2 : Mσ2
Γ  (c2 ← c1) : (λx.M)(σ1,σ2) (← I), Γ not empty, x /∈ Subjects(Γ )
Fig. 1. The functionally-typed sign L-calculus.
To obtain a somewhat larger fragment E0, we could add another open class
• Transitive verbs: love, admire, . . .
but we defer this extension right now. The fragment E−0 exempliﬁes local dependency: the verb and its nominal arguments.
The two basic semantic phenomena exhibited by E−0 are that of simple argument structure, manifesting itself as predication, as
well as quantiﬁcation. This fragment conveniently admits extensional deﬁnitions. By moving to E0, the problem of quantiﬁer
scope ambiguity arises. However, this extension adds no extra insight for the problem at hand, so is not discussed in detail.
We shall be concerned with two “generic” sentences in E−0 , interpreted by the different semantics considered.
(1) Rachel smiles.
(2) Every girl smiles.
3.2. Categories, types and terms
In all the deﬁnitions studied in the paper, the category forming1 operators are the directed arrows (implications) {→,←}.
The set of primitive categories is left to the different deﬁnitions, to ﬁt naturally via μ to the chosen basic types and type-
constructors. When the compound types are formed by functional types (σ , τ ), the frames are the (full) Henkin models, that
interpret the compound types by letting D(σ ,τ ) = DDστ , the collection of all functions from Dσ to Dτ . The basic type, of
course, are left open for the different deﬁnitions. The term language is the simply-typed λ-calculus with implicational types.
Thus, the homomorphism μ satisﬁes
μ
[[
(c2 ← c1)
]] = μ[[(c1 → c2)
]] = (μ[[c1]],μ[[c2]]
)
That is, μ can be seen as “forgetting” the direction of the arrows. The syntactic calculus is2 the (associative) Lambek-calculus
L with functionally-typed proof-terms, its natural deduction presentation shown in Fig. 1. For better readability, we present
all semantic derivations with the lexical meanings already incorporated into the meaning-assembly terms, with β-reduction
performed on-the-ﬂy.
4. A variety of equivalent deﬁnitions of the semantics of E−0
4.1. A deﬁnition with Montegovian basic types
The most common, standard variant Sem1 uses as basic categories B = {np,n, s} (abbreviating ‘noun-phrase’, ‘noun’ and
‘sentence’, respectively). For basic types, following Montague, it uses T 10 = {e, t} (for ‘entities’ and ‘truth-values’, respec-
tively). Let T 1 be the resulting type-system, and let M1 be the collection of all (full) Henkin models for T 1, where the
domain De is an arbitrary non-empty set, while Dt = {0,1}, the 2-valued boolean algebra of truth-values. This approach is
clearly inspired by the model-theory of ﬁrst-order logic. The values of μ1 on basic categories are given in the table below.
Category Semantic type
μ1[[s]] t
μ1[[n]] (e, t)
μ1[[np]] e
The lexicon α1 is given below, with one representative for each open class (all having similar entries). For readability,
meanings of non-primitive type are given in long η-form. Note that the constant every((e,t),t) is not used, and instead we
1 Traditionally, a slash and backslash are used where we use directed arrows.
2 Actually, here only the applicative sub-calculus AB is used, due to the simplicity of the syntax of the fragment. The full calculus is needed as soon as
relative clauses are incorporated.
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(s ← (np → s)) : λP (e,t).P (Rachele)
smiles
(np → s) : λxe .smile(e,t)(x)
s : smile(Rachele)t (← E)
Fig. 2. Meaning derivation for Rachel smiles with entities.
every
((s ← (np → s)) ← n) : λP (e,t)Q (e,t)∀xe .P (x) ⊃ Q (x)
girl
n : λxe .girl(e,t)(x)
(s ← (np → s)) : λQ (e,t)∀xe .girl(e,t)(x) ⊃ Q (x) (← E)
smiles
(np → s) : λxe .smile(e,t)(x)
s : ∀xe .girl(x) ⊃ smile(x) (← E)
Fig. 3. A meaning derivation for every girl smiles with entities.
take its interpretation, a speciﬁc function in D((e,t),t) . Since the treatment of some is similar, with just another function in
the same domain, we omit it henceforth.
NL word Category Type Meaning
Rachel (s ← (np → s)) ((e, t), t) λP (e,t).P (Rachele)
girl n (e, t) λxe .girl(e,t)(x)
smile (np → s) (e, t) λxe .smile(e,t)(x)
every ((s ← (np → s)) ← n) ((e, t), ((e, t), t)) λP (e,t)λQ (e,t)∀xe .P (x) ⊃ Q (x)
As for satisfaction, we have the following clauses, as in FOL.
M, v | P (e,t)(xe) iff v(x) ∈ [[P ]]1
M, v | P (e,t)(ae) iff [[a]]1 ∈ [[P ]]1
The meaning derivations of sentences with intransitive verbs and a determinerless subject, like (1) above, under the given
lexicon are shown in Fig. 2. In some versions of the standard deﬁnition, the raised category (s ← (np → s)) is syntactically
derived for proper names, using (TR), a derived rule (in L) of type-raising. From the standard deﬁnition of (unary) predication
in FOL, this meaning expresses the truth-condition [[Rachel]] ∈ [[smile]], namely the denotation of Rachel (an element in
De), is a member of the denotation of smile, a set in D(e,t) . This conforms with our pre-theoretic understanding of the
sentence.
The meaning derivation for a sentence with an intransitive verb and a determined subject, like (2) above, is presented
in Fig. 3. We consider here only determiners with ﬁrst-order expressible meaning, having ‘every’ as a generic representative.
While intermediate derivation steps use higher-order constructs, like generalized quantiﬁers [1], the ﬁnal meaning repre-
sentation is ﬁrst-order. By the standard FOL deﬁnition of universal quantiﬁcation, via assignment functions, the resulting
truth-condition is [[girl]] ⊆ [[smile]], namely in every model, the denotation of girl, a set in D(e,t) , is included in the de-
notation of smile, also a set in D(e,t) . Once again, this meaning adheres to our pre-theoretic understanding of the original
sentence.
4.2. A deﬁnition with primitive properties
An alternative to using a primitive type of entities is Sem2, using properties as a primitive type. This was already con-
sidered in [4]. The point of departure is the set of basic types T 20 = {p, t}, where p is the (primitive) type of properties,
and t is the usual type of truth-values. Let T 2 be the resulting type-system. Let M2 have Dt = {0,1} as before, and Dp
an arbitrary boolean algebra. Individuals, in accordance to the type-raised Montegovian meaning of proper names as the
collection of all properties of the element they denote, are reconstructed under this typing as collections of properties, i.e.
denoting in D(p,t) . However, not every collection of properties represents an individual. As is well known, only principal
ultraﬁlters in D(p,t) ﬁt for such a representation. In order to incorporate this choice into our machinery, we need the ability
to form a corresponding type. To do that, we employ an additional type-constructor, that of (separating) subtyping: If τ is a
type, and M(τ ,t) is a closed term of type (τ , t) (a unary predicate), then τM is a type, where DτM = {d ∈ Dτ | [[M]](d) = 1}.
This is the subset of Dτ of all elements satisfying the denotation of M . Let B(p,t) be the term deﬁning principal ultraﬁlters
(see [9, p. 285] for the deﬁnition of such a term). Abbreviate (p, t)B as ind, the type of individuals.
To ﬁt this typing, we choose as the collection of basic categories vp,n, s (where vp stands for ‘verb-phrase’). The
category-to-type homomorphism is μ2 below.
Category Semantic type
μ2[[s]] t
μ2[[n]] p
μ2[[vp]] p
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(s ← vp) : Rachelind
smiles
vp : smilep
s : Rachel(smile)t (← E)
Fig. 4. Meaning derivation for Rachel smiles with properties.
every
((s ← vp) ← n) : λP pλQ p∀xind .x(P ) ⊃ x(Q )
girl
n : girlp
(s ← vp) : λQ p∀xind .x(girlp) ⊃ x(Q ) (← E)
smiles
vp : smilep
s : ∀xind .x(girl) ⊃ x(smile)t (← E)
Fig. 5. Meaning derivation for every girl smiles with properties.
For the ﬁrst-order fragment (with some syntactic sugaring to ﬁt the revised categories), the key clauses of the deﬁnition of
satisfaction, for P a unary predicate symbol of type p, x a variable of type ind and a a constant of type ind, we have
M, v | x(P ) iff v[[x]]([[P ]]) = 1
M, v | a(P ) iff [[a]]([[P ]]) = 1
The lexicon α2 is presented below.
NL word Category Type Meaning
Rachel (s ← vp) ind λP p .Rachelind(P )
girl n p girlp
smile vp p smilep
every ((s ← vp) ← n) (p, (p, t)) λP pλQ p∀xind.x(P ) ⊃ x(Q )
We thus get the derivation for (1) in Fig. 4. This meaning represents the truth-condition that the denotation of smile, an
element in Dp (a property), is a member of the principal ultraﬁlter which is the denotation of Rachel, a member in Dind .
This truth-condition conveys the expected paraphrase, that the sentence is true in case smiling is a property of Rachel.
Next, we consider sentences with a determined subject. We get the derivation for (2) (after β-reductions) in Fig. 5.
The truth-condition here is that in a given model, every principal ultraﬁlter that contains [[girl]] ∈ Dp , also contains
[[smile]] ∈ Dp . This again conforms with the expected “containment meaning”, but expressed with principal ultraﬁlters
representing individuals.
4.2.1. Relating the deﬁnitions with primitive entities and primitive properties
In this subsection, we show that the two deﬁnitions Sem1 and Sem2 are E
−
0 -equivalent. They both realize state-of-affairs
related to predication and (universal) quantiﬁcation, but in different ways.
The E−0 -compatibility relationship RE−0 (M1,M2) between models amounts to the following. For M1 over M1 and M2
over M2:
M1 | Rachel smiles iff M2 | Rachel smiles
and
M1 | every girl smiles iff M2 | every girl smiles
Theorem. Sem1 and Sem2 are E
−
0 -equivalent.
Proof. We have to show that
1. For every M1 over M1, there exists some M2 over M2 s.t. RE−0 (M1,M2).
2. For every M2 over M2, there exists some M1 over M1 s.t. RE−0 (M1,M2).
1. Consider any frame M1 for T 1. Let De be its domain for type e. We construct from it a suitable frame M2 for T 2.
First, let Dp = 2De , which is clearly a boolean algebra (of sets). For d ∈ De , let ud = {D ⊆ De | d ∈ D} ∈ D(p,t) . Clearly, ud is a
principal ultraﬁlter over the above boolean algebra. Let Dind = {ud | d ∈ De}. This deﬁnes the frame M2 for T 2.
Next, deﬁne the interpretation of the constants used by the lexicon α2 in a model M2 over M2, given the interpretation
of constants used by α1 in a model M1 over M1.
[[Rachel]]2 = u[[Rachel]]1 ∈ Dind
[[smile]]2 = {d ∈ De
∣∣ d ∈ [[smile]]1} ∈ Dp
[[girl]]2 = {d ∈ De
∣∣ d ∈ [[girl]]1} ∈ Dp
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(a) i. Assume M1 | Rachel smiles. This holds iff [[Rachel]]1 ∈ [[smile]]1. By construction, this implies [[smile]]2 ∈ [[Rachel]]2,
i.e., iff M2 | [[Rachel smiles]]2.
ii. Assume M1 | every girl smiles.
Thus, for every d ∈ De , if d ∈ [[girl]]1, then also d ∈ [[smile]]1. Hence, by construction, for every ud ∈ Dind , if
[[girl]]1 ∈ ud , then also [[smile]]1 ∈ ud , implying M2 | every girl smiles.
(b) i. Next, assume M2 | Rachel smiles.
This holds iff [[smile]]2 ∈ [[Rachel]]2, i.e., iff [[smile]]2 ∈ u[[Rachel]]1 . By the deﬁnition of u[[Rachel]]1 , this is equivalent to
[[Rachel]]1 ∈ [[smile]]1, i.e., iff M1 | Rachel smiles.
ii. Finally, assume M2 | every girl smiles.
By similar argumentation, for every ud ∈ Dind , if [[girl]]2 ∈ ud , then also [[smile]]2 ∈ ud . By construction, this holds iff
for every d ∈ De , if d ∈ [[girl]]1, then also d ∈ [[smile]]1, implying M1 | every girl smiles.
2. Consider any model M2 over M2. Let Dp be its domain for type p. We construct from it a model M1 over M1,
s.t. RE−0 (M1,M2). First, let De = Dind . Next, deﬁne the interpretation in M1 of constants used by the lexicon α1, given the
interpretation of constants used by α2 in M2.
[[Rachel]]1 = [[Rachel]]2
[[smile]]1 = {i ∈ Dind
∣∣ [[smile]]2 ∈ i}
[[girl]]1 = {i ∈ Dind
∣∣ [[girl]]2 ∈ i}
The proof is similar. 
4.3. A deﬁnition with possible worlds
For a larger fragment, including intensional verbs, a common solution Sem3 is to employ what is known as possible worlds.
This amounts to adding a primitive type3 s, where in Henkin-models Ds is an arbitrary non-empty set. Elements w ∈ Ds
are referred to as (possible) worlds, and denotations are made dependent on worlds. Since our fragment E−0 is extensional,
one would expect that this change should not affect the semantics, the latter “remaining the same”. The categories remain
like in the original, standard, deﬁnition.
Thus, we let T 30 = {e, s, t}. The mapping μ3 is given below.
Category Semantic type
μ3[[s]] (s, t)
μ3[[n]] (e, (s, t))
μ3[[np]] e
In a way, the frame M3 “expands” the type t to (s, t). In order for the intended semantics to be able to express “the same
state of affairs”, we assume the following two assumptions.
• Worlds share the same domain, De; otherwise, all kinds of “counterpart theories” emerge, constituting a different
semantics of the fragment.
• Proper names have rigid denotation (denote the same element of the domain across worlds). Otherwise, names would
become intensional.
Let M3 be the collection of all Henkin-models for T 3 (satisfying the common domain assumption). This semantics does
not come usually with a deﬁnition of satisfaction, as propositions are taken to denote sets of possible worlds (in which the
truth value is 1). So, for satisfaction in a world, we let M,w | P (a) and M,w | ∀x.P (x) have their natural deﬁnition like in
the standard case. For lifting satisfaction to models, we adhere to the modal-logic approach, requiring satisfaction in every
world in the model. Thus
M | ϕ iff M,w | ϕ
for every w ∈ Ds , where ϕ is of one of the two forms considered above.
3 Note that s is used ambiguously both as a syntactic category (of sentences) and as a type (of worlds). No confusion should arise.
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(s ← (np → s)) : λP (e,(s,t))λws .P (Rachele)(w)
smiles
(np → s) : λxeλws .smile(e,(s,t))(x)(w)
s : λws .smile(Rachel)(w) (← E)
Fig. 6. Meaning derivation for Rachel smiles with possible worlds.
every
((s ← (np → s)) ← n) :
λP (e,(s,t))λQ (e,(s,t))λws∀xe .P (x)(w) ⊃ Q (x)(w)
girl
n :
λxeλws .girl(e,(s,t))(x)(w)
(s ← (np → s)) :
λQ (e,(s,t))λws∀xe .girl(x)(w) ⊃ Q (x)(w)
(← E) smiles
(np → s) :
λxeλws .smile(e,(s,t))(x)(w)
s :
λws∀xe .girl(x)(w) ⊃ smile(x)(w)
(← E)
Fig. 7. A meaning derivation for every girl smiles with possible worlds.
The new lexicon α3 is shown below.
NL word Category Type Meaning
Rachel (s ← (np → s)) ((e, (s, t)), (s, t)) λP (e,(s,t))λws .P (Rachele)(w)
girl n (e, (s, t)) λxeλws .girl(e,(s,t))(x)(w)
smile (np → s) (e, (s, t)) λxeλws .smile(e,(s,t))(x)(w)
every ((s ← (np → s)) ← n) ((e, (s, t)), ((e, (s, t)), (s, t))) λP (e,(s,t))λQ (e,(s,t))λws∀xe .P (x)(w) ⊃ Q (x)(w)
Note that another view of the same change is taking Dt to be {0,1}D , for an arbitrary D .
As the categories are the same as in the standard deﬁnition, the shape of the derivations of (1) and (2) does not change,
only the resulting denotations do. They are presented in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively.
4.3.1. Relating the semantics with and without possible worlds
In this subsection, we show that the addition of the type of possible worlds (under the assumed restrictions of shared
domain and rigid proper names designation), usually employed (without these restrictions) for treating intensionality, did
not affect the deﬁnition of the extensional E−0 -fragment.
Theorem. Sem1 and Sem3 are E
−
0 -equivalent.
Proof. 1. Consider any frame M1 for T 1. In order to construct from it a frame M3 for T 3, we keep De, Dt as in M1,
and let Ds = {w}, a singleton. Consider a model M1 over M1. The world w will mimic M1 . So, for the interpretation Sem3
in M3 , we let
[[Rachel]]3 = [[Rachel]]1
[[smile]]3 = {〈d,w,1〉 ∣∣ d ∈ [[smile]]1}
[[girl]]3 = {〈d,w,1〉 ∣∣ d ∈ [[girl]]1}
(a) i. Assume M1 | Rachel smiles, holding iff [[Rachel]]1 ∈ [[smile]]1.
By construction, 〈[[Rachel]]3,w,1〉 ∈ [[smile]]3, implying M3,w | Rachel smiles; as w is the only world in Ds , this
means M3 | Rachel smiles.
ii. Assume M1 | every girl smiles, holding iff [[girl]]1 ⊆ [[smile]]1.
By construction, {〈d,w,1〉 | d ∈ [[girl]]1} ⊆ {〈d,w,1〉 | d ∈ [[smile]]1}. In other words, for every d ∈ De , [[girl]]3(d)(w) ⊃
[[smile]]3(d)(w), namely M3,w | every girl smiles. The conclusion again follows by the uniqueness of w .
(b) i. Assume M3 | Rachel smiles, i.e., M3,w | Rachel smiles. Thus, 〈[[Rachel]]3,w,1〉 ∈ [[smile]]3. By construction,
[[Rachel]]1 ∈ [[smile]]1, leading to M1 | Rachel smiles.
ii. Assume M3 | every girl smiles, i.e., M3,w | every girl smiles.
Hence, for every d ∈ De , [[girl]]3(d)(w) ⊃ [[smile]]3(d)(w). By construction, [[girl]]1 ⊆ [[smile]]1, that is M1 |
every girl smiles.
2. Next, consider any frame M3 for T3. Denote its domain for type e by D3e . To construct a frame M1 for T1, let its
domain for type e be denoted by D1e , deﬁned as follows.
D1e =df.
(
D3e/[[Rachel]]3
)⊗ Ds ∪
{
Rachel]]3}
For the interpretation, we let
[[Rachel]]1 = [[Rachel]]3
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Γ1  c1 : Aσ1 Γ2  (c1 → c2) : F 〈σ1,...,σn〉
Γ1Γ2  c2 : F (A)〈σ2,...,σn〉 (→ E)
Γ2  (c2 ← c1) : F 〈σ1,...,σn〉 Γ1  c1 : Aσ1
Γ2Γ1  c2 : F (A)〈σ2,...,σn〉 (← E)
Subjects(Γ1) ∩ Subjects(Γ2) = ∅
c1 : xσ1 Γ  c2 : Mσ2
Γ  (c1 → c2) : (λx.M)σ1+σ2 (→ I)
Γ c1 : xσ1  c2 : Mσ2
Γ  (c2 ← c1) : (λx.M)σ1+σ2 (← I), Γ not empty, x /∈ Subjects(Γ )
Fig. 8. The relationally-typed sign L-calculus.
Note that this is well deﬁned, by the deﬁnition of D1e .
[[smile]]1 = {〈d,w〉 ∣∣ d ∈ [[smile]]3(w)}∪ {[[Rachel]]3}
[[girl]]1 = {〈d,w〉 ∣∣ d ∈ [[girl]]3(w)}
(a) i. Assume M1 | Rachel smiles. By deﬁnition, [[Rachel]]1 ∈ [[smile]]1. Since, independently of any world, [[Rachel]]3 =
[[Rachel]]1 ∈ [[smile]]1, we get M1,w | Rachel smiles for every w ∈ Ds , implying M1 | Rachel smiles.
ii. Assume M1 | every girl smiles. By deﬁnition, [[girl]]1 ⊆ [[smile]]1. Therefore, for every w ∈ Ds , [[girl]]3(w) ⊆
[[smile]]3(w), implying that for every w ∈ Ds , M,w | every girl smiles, i.e., M | every girl smiles.
(b) i. Assume M3 | Rachel smiles. By deﬁnition, [[Rachel]]3 ∈ [[smile]]3. By construction, [[Rachel]]1 = [[Rachel]]3 ∈
[[smile]]1, hence M1 | Rachel smiles.
ii. Assume M3 | every girl smiles. Hence, [[girl]]3 ⊆[[smile]]3. By deﬁnition, for every w ∈ Ds , [[girl]]3(w)⊆[[smile]]3(w),
implying by construction [[girl]]1 ⊆ [[smile]]1. Therefore, M1 | every girl smiles.
The second direction of the proof strongly depends on satisfaction in a model deﬁned as satisfaction in every world in
the model. In [2], a stronger property of Sem3 is shown, the preservation of Sem1-implication between sentences. Since our
fragment does not contain implication, we do not deal with this stronger property here. 
4.4. A deﬁnition with relational types
In this subsection, we present a deﬁnition Sem4, departing, apparently at least, further away from the previous deﬁni-
tions, in that it changes the type-constructors. As a result, the syntactic calculus has to be endowed with a different typing
of proof-terms. The deﬁnitions are basically taken from [6] and [7].
First, the compound types are the closure of the basic types w.r.t. the following type-formation rule:
If σ1, . . . , σn are types, so is 〈σ1, . . . , σn〉, for every n 0. The border case n = 0 generates 〈〉.
The intended meaning of such a compound type is a relation among elements of its constituent types. Let T 40 = {e} (note
the absence of the primitive type t), and T 4 be the resulting relational types. The following operation on types will be used
in the deﬁnition of the homomorphism μ4 from categories to (relational) types:
τ + 〈τ1, . . . , τn〉 = 〈τ , τ1, . . . , τn〉
We let μ4(c2 ← c1) = μ4(c1 → c2) = μ4(c1) + μ4(c2).
The Orey frames [8] for the denotations of compound relational types are deﬁned as follows.
D〈τ1,...,τn〉 = P(Dτ1 × · · · × Dτn )
For n = 0, we put D〈〉 = {∅, {∅}}. By taking ∅ = 0 and {∅} = 1 the truth values are obtained, explaining the redundancy of
type t . Orey-models are obtained by adding an interpretation function, as before. Let M4 be the collection of all Orey-frames
for T 4.
Here the syntactic calculus is the (associative) Lambek-calculus L with relationally-typed proof-terms, its natural deduc-
tion presentation shown in Fig. 8. Note that the same proof-terms are used, but they are typed differently, and interpreted
using Orey-frames, as follows:
[[
M〈σ ,τ1,...,τn〉
(
Nσ
)]]M,v = {〈d1, . . . ,dn〉
∣∣ 〈[[N]]M,v , d1, . . . ,dn
〉 ∈ [[M]]M,v}
[[
λxσ .M〈τ1,...,τn〉
]]M,v = {〈d,d1, . . . ,dn〉
∣∣ d ∈ Dσ , 〈d1, . . . ,dn〉 ∈ [[M]]M,v[x:=d]
}
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(s ← (np → s)) : λP 〈e〉.P (Rachele)
smiles
(np → s) : λxe .smile〈e〉(x)
s : smile(Rachel)〈〉 (← E)
Fig. 9. Meaning derivation for Rachel smiles with relational types.
every
((s ← (np → s)) ← n) :
λP 〈e〉Q 〈e〉∀xe .P (x) ⊃ Q (x)
girl
n : λxe .girl〈e〉(x)
(s ← (np → s)) :
λQ 〈e〉∀xe .girl(x) ⊃ Q (x)
(← E) smiles
(np → s) : λxe .smile〈e〉(x)
s : ∀xe .girl(x) ⊃ smile(x)〈〉 (← E)
Fig. 10. A meaning derivation for every girl smiles with relational types.
The lexicon α4 is shown below.
NL word Category Type Meaning
Rachel (s ← (np → s)) 〈〈e〉〉 λP 〈e〉.P (Rachele)
girl n 〈e〉 λxe .girl〈e〉(x)
smile (np → s) 〈e〉 λxe .smile〈e〉(x)
every ((s ← (np → s)) ← n) 〈〈e〉, 〈e〉〉 λP 〈e〉λQ 〈e〉∀xe .P (x) ⊃ Q (x)
Note again that the implication in the meaning of every is of type 〈〉.
The meaning derivations of (1) above, is shown in Fig. 9, and for (2) in Fig. 10.
4.4.1. Relating the deﬁnitions with functional and relational types
The relationship between Sem1 and Sem4 is even tighter than the previously compared deﬁnitions, as we can code the
types of each deﬁnition by the types of the other. So, we can correlate models and values in their domains irrespective
of E−0 . The following deﬁnitions are a slight notational variations of those in [6]. The mapping Σ maps relational types of
T 4 to functional types of T 1.
Σ(e) = e, Σ(〈〉) = t, Σ(〈τ1, . . . , τn〉
) = (Σ(τ1),Σ
(〈τ2, . . . , τn〉
))
, n 1
For example, Σ(〈e〉) = (e, t), Σ(〈〈e〉〉) = ((e, t), t), Σ(〈e, e〉) = (e, (e, t)). Refer to the range of Σ as quasi-relational types.
Clearly, Sem1 uses only quasi-relational types.
Given an Orey-frame M for T 4 and a Henkin-frame M′ for T 1, where De = D ′e , there is a bijection ρτ : Dτ → D ′Σ(τ) ,
for each relational type τ .
1. ρe(d) = d, for d ∈ De or d ∈ D〈〉 .
2. For n > 0 and τ = 〈τ1, . . . , τn〉, let R ∈ Dτ . Then, ρτ (R) is the function F of type (Σ(τ1),Σ(〈τ2, . . . , τn〉)) s.t. for each
f ∈ D ′Σ(τ1) , F ( f ) = ρ〈τ2,...,τn〉({〈d1, . . . ,dn〉 | ρ−1τ1 ( f ),d2, . . . ,dn〉 ∈ R}).
Let ρ = ⋃τ ρτ .
A corollary of the above bijection is the following.
Proposition. For a relation R (of any relational type),
〈d1, . . . ,dn〉 ∈ R iff ρ(R)
(
ρ(d1), . . . , ρ(dn)
) = 1.
Thus, every model over M1 can be viewed as a model over M4 and vice versa, where the constants are assigned the
same objects, only typed differently.
In particular, d ∈ R〈e〉 iff ρ〈e〉(R)(ρe(d)) = 1 (recall that ρ〈e〉(R) is of type Σ(〈e〉) = (e, t), and ρe(d) = d); hence, predica-
tion is preserved in the relational typing, and so is quantiﬁcation.
The equivalence of Sem1 and Sem4 follows.
5. Conclusion
The paper provides a deﬁnition of two type-logical grammars yielding the same model-theoretic semantics for a language
fragment, albeit via different typing. Thus, it reveals, on the one hand, a certain arbitrariness in choosing type-systems and
assigning respective types to words, thereby typing also phrases, and, on the other hand, calls for the formulation of some
selection criteria to prefer one typing over another, both leading to the same meanings.
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